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• Create relationships between 

data in different apps and 

platforms containing files, 

patient records, imaging, labs, 

data, etc., for greater insights 

and results.

• Controlled accessibility and 

mobility of cloud and on-

premises solutions, including 

legacy systems.

• Secure collaboration for file 

sharing. team meetings, and 

patient consultations.

• Achieve integrated security 

across applications, platforms, 

systems, and cloud 

environments with Zero Trust 

architecture.

• Get controlled, intelligent global 

access and multiple search tools 

that find all related content in a 

single search without remembering 

filenames.

• Accelerate productivity and 

never lose content with AI 

powered search tools, Digital 

Subject Cards, and Topic Pages 

that find and connect all related 

content and contacts.

• Verbal or one-word requests 

saves hours of unproductive time 

on multiple searches.

Healthcare systems operate in a world of disconnected silos 

of data, patient charts, and administrative records, creating 

productivity, collaboration, and security challenges resulting in 

compromised care and rising medical and operational costs.

OneVuex Unified Systems is an AI powered digital knowledge 

network and productivity center that intelligently integrates 

data, content, insights, contacts, and tech innovations, displaying 

combined results in a single interface. With OneVuex, generate 

ideas and content faster, complete time-consuming tasks, 

and gain AI driven insights with advanced security 

incorporating Zero Trust strategies.

Powerful Integration Powerful Teams Powerful System Search

OneVuex Unified Systems

Easily adapt to healthcare disrupters, adopt new technology that optimizes productivity, 
business results, and patient outcomes with greater insights and security at the speed of AI

MODERN

WORKPLACE

Achieve 40% greater productivity, confident 

decisions, and a workplace adaptable to change.

OneVuex transforms healthcare with advanced AI that connects Microsoft and other vendor apps and 

platforms, unifying data, content, people, and processes for greater insights and healthcare outcomes

Transformative AI for Greater Healthcare Outcomes

• Adopt the latest in Cloud, AI, 

and other innovations faster 

and with greater ease.

• Employees are more 

productive and efficient, 

focused on the task at hand and 

patients needs. 

• Gain controlled access to all 

information, contacts, and 

communications.

• Accelerate productivity and 

training, with powerful search 

tools and  Digital Subject Cards.

• Get complete insights with 

integrated GenAI that sources 

content in all connected 

systems.



Picture this:

Innovation and productivity 

are challenging if you can’t 

find, access, relate, or share 

information or easily integrate 

modern technologies.

You experience difficulties 

collaborating and getting a 

complete picture of patient and 

organizational insights.

You struggle with safety and 

security in apps, platforms, 

devices, and the organization.

Visit our website at https://onevuex.com to see how OneVuex Unified Systems creates customized 

solutions that transform health systems with AI innovations designed for the Modern Workplace.
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What My Healthcare System Can Achieve With OneVuex

With OneVuex Unified Systems it’s easier to detect, predict, mitigate and 

respond to healthcare issues, improving standards of care and patient outcomes.

With OneVuex Unified Systems and Microsoft Solutions

Achieve customized solutions, enterprise search, and collaboration:

• Generate better ideas and transform care with integrated apps, platforms and 

systems like M365, Microsoft Copilot, SQL, Oracle, IBM, EHRs, imaging libraries, 

admin systems, analytics, AI/ML, VR/MR, etc., specific to your needs.

• Accelerate productivity and innovative patient care, accessing, sharing, and 

processing all connected solutions (on-premises to cloud) with powerful AI.
• Stop searching, just ask OneVuex to find all related information using AI, Digital 

Subject Cards, and Topic Pages without remembering filenames or their location.

• Witness minimally 40% greater productivity with teams that collaborate across 

multiple environments, incorporating AI tools that produce comprehensive results.

Work smarter with greater vision anywhere on any device:

• Work fluently across systems, accessing all connected solutions with controlled 

access from a single interface and one log-in.

• Collaborate anywhere with an integrated view of systems, emails, shared calendars, 

and contacts synced across devices in real-time.

• Achieve greater insights and transparency with a complete view of the organization 

and patient records, with real-time analytics and business intelligence reports live 

streamed in custom dashboards.

• Experience greater productivity with AI, Digital Subject Cards and automated 

Topic Pages that connect related sources of information for quick accessibility.

Protect your organization at the speed of AI with Zero Trust Architecture:

• Work safely, managing content on most devices, assured that information in all 

environments is protected, on-premises to cloud.

• Experience unmatched security with the integration of multiple Microsoft security 

systems, including Microsoft Security Copilot – advanced security with AI and Zero 

Trust architecture, securing endpoints, end users, and infrastructure from on-

premises to multi-cloud environments.

• Protect all connected systems and devices from cyberthreats like malware, 

phishing, ransomware, and viruses.

• Monitor devices and people for added safety with multiple layers of security, 

including geolocation.

http://www.onevuex.com/
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